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PRESIDENT
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THE NATHAN HALE CHAPTER
OF THE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
AND JUNIOR COLLEGE
MATHEMATICS CLUB

NINETEENTH ANNUAL
INDUCTION CEREMONY

January 5, 2016
HUNTINGTON HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
7:00 P.M.
PROGRAM

PRELUDE THE LOGARHYTHMS
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE HOLLY LOTURCO
VICE PRESIDENT
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM NANCY FALLON
WELCOME SAMUEL LATT
PRESIDENT
REMARKS MRS. MONICA RACZ
ADVISOR

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER MRS. PATRICIA AVELLI
ADVISOR
GUEST SPEAKER MR. ARK LATT
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, PLAZA CONSTRUCTION
PRESENTATION OF INDUCTEES HOLLY LOTURCO
VICE PRESIDENT
EMILY SHUTMAN
SECRETARY
RACHEL CARPENTER
TREASURER
MATTHEW MCBRIDE
TUTORING COORDINATOR
THE ENTRANCE OF THE LOGARHYTHMS
THE QUEEN OF SHEBA

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO A RECEPTION IN FRONT
OF THE AUDITORIUM IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE
PROGRAM

INDUCTEES

Elyas Amin Magenta Lopez
Alexander Ardell Amanda LoScalzo
Anna Ardell Brianna McDonald
Gabriella Bartley Erin Morrisroe
Abigail Bellistri Nicholas Newell
Christopher Chang Miranda Nykolyn
Tyler Conforti Thomas Pandolfi
Chelsea Connell Emma Petrizzi
Gabriella DeLuca Meghan Plant
Julia Engle Rachel Roday
Shannon Foley Lauren Sage
Andrew Gunthner Jahnai’ Sands
Oluwatoyin Ikuomenisan Jonathan Shechter
Anjali Kapur Donald Stewart
Louise Koepele Jacob Strieb

Current Members
Cole Blackburn, Jesus Bruno, Rachel Carpenter, Nina Cartwright,
Samantha Conte, Thomas Dayton, Dylan DelGiudice, Ethan Dwyer,
Nancy Fallon, Aaron Feltman, Jack Gallagher, Benjamin Hebert,
Ekaterina Koulakova, Alexandra Koumas, Samuel Latt, Holly LoTurco,
Ripley Mars, Matthew McBride, Caroline McCartney, Elisa Medina-Jaudes,
Justin Meyer, Spencer Pashkin, Caroline Petrozzo, Catherine Reilly, Savannah
Richardson, Lena Scarpulla, Dylan Schedler, Emily Shutman, Cara Sorrentino,
Olivia Stamatos, Emily Williams, Steve Yeh